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Title word cross-reference

18th [Ano13].

2.0 [MFC12]. 2020 [Fit13]. 20th [AF14]. 27 [Lor11].

6th [Ano13].

71 [Dra14].

affect [Lv14]. Africa [Boo11, TBvB15, UJ14, Sea13], against [Men10]. Age [Lev15, Wic13a, Aus14, Ren13, Tra14], agencies [Bon14, LBMM13], agendas [PEV+14]. agent [Har14]. Agglomeration [Les13, Söni14], agri [HM10], agri-food [HM10]. Agricultural [FSK11, Sea13, cC12, HGS11, RHS12]. agriculture [WHMS13], Air [Cal12, BSBD14], Al [Art14], Al-Dabbagh [Art14], Alain [Egb14], Alexandra [Su14], alignment [CV12], Alina [Kle12], alliances [vdK13, Rei15], alternatives [Esp13], ambiguous [m13], ambivalence [Mar11], America [Liv12, Arz10, Dia11, Dut10, Kee13], American [Su14, DA10, Wal15], Americans [Ans14, Lev15], among [GK10], Amr [Art14]. Analysing [KM13, KD10, HNR11], Analysis [HH12, Bee13, CoCoes14, DSTS10, DBD+10, dMFPP14, HHJ10, HA11, Kam13, LS15, Lor11, Phi13, Wag15, WdJH14, WHKB12, YHR12, YH14, HLL14]. analysis* [PdSA13], analytical [RHJS15]. Analyzing [TFB12, LVG11], Anarchism [Jac12], Andrew [Mes14], Anique [Eva15], Anna [Son14b], Anneke [Lab14], Ansolabehere [Lev15], ante [Bul15], Anthropocene [Rah15, Gal14, Rah15], anticipating [AFW10], Antitrust [Ors14], Antonelli [Lig14], applied [GK10]. approach [ADS10, BJS12, FS11, GP13, HFNW15, HOSV13, MAS13, NVAM14, NGB14, Das15]. Approaches [Gib13, FS10], Area [Kas10, Rya15, BHPW13, TS15], Arenas [FT12], Argentina [AV10, TFB12], Argumentative [VG14], ARRA [SH14b, SH14c]. art [GP13, WBWW15, Tei12], Arts [Kle12], Asia [DSTS10, RHS12], Assessing [HA11, Har14], Assessment [Bre12, HN15, RM14, BSM14, BL15, HFW+12, Has11, HOSV13, LS12b, LVG11, SNT+14, WBWW15, Web11, WWL+10, Bla14]. Assessments [FTNdB14, WF13, vDFL14, vDH14]. Assistant [HFW+12], associated [WSBTM15], Assurance [Lab14], Astrid [Bey14, Gro14], asymmetries [SD15, dBDHB14], attempts [UJ14], attitudes [WCK+14], Audretsch [Bra13], Audretsch [Hoy13], Australia [Bee13, Coo14, HFS+13, LH13, TWGJ11, Van10]. Austria [SPH10], Austrian [DT11], awards [BL10]. B [Bra13, Hoy13, Mar13], balances [HBEdv10], Balancing [SNT+14], Baldrige [LS12a], Baltic [Vit15], banking [MBHD12], barrier [MBH14, Par10], barriers [BdCB14, GST13, RH15, HN15]. Barry [Alv13, Kee13], base [TS15], based [ADS10, BN15, Das15, dMFPP14, Gal12, KHV13, MFC12, NGB14, Tas13, TK11, YZ11], basic [GK10, Hem12, Ko15, RRMS12], basis [MVFG15]. Basque [NVAM14], bedside [Bee13, BdV14, MVFG15], bedside [vdWVvdB12], Beech [Pag11], been [BFPCB10], beginning [Flo14], behavior [CGL13], behaviors [HL11], behaviour [Gök10], bench [vdWVvdB12], benchmarking [DMRJ13], Benedikt [Cad14], benefits [m13, Arz10, DA10, DDT10, Dut10, FdSDS+10], Bengt [Tei14, BFE11], Bengt-Åke [BFE11], Berglund [Tei14], Berlin [Ano13], Bernhard [Man15], Better [Fit13, Fit13], between [AV10, BJB11, CPP+13, DA10, DDT10, Dut10, Klo13, KB11, MK13, OPMGCM14, OR10, RHJS15, SN13, Tam13, TK11, UJ14], Beyer [Ren13], Beyond [CS14, Tan13, Tas13, TYM+14, AR11, Sch15], bibliometrics [Aag15], Bibliometrics
Challenges
[HMH+15, IG11, LSL15, NdMSFC12, BJS12, CAAK12, CH10, CBB12, Hem12, LF13, Mer12, RM14, SDP11, WHMS13, DBD+10, Son14b].


China [BLS12, Klo13, LZ10, Lv14, WLYCL15]. Chinese [CL15, LZ10]. choices [vR10].


Citizen [Cal12, GBH11, SMvdP14, BH11, DT11, DSB+13, HA11]. City [GB15].


co-existing [Ekl11]. Co-marketing [dMFPP14]. co-ordination [Kas10].


cooperation [Cla10, FERV11, Gra11, JCK14, PJYL15, RHJS15, Rya11, Sch11, TG11, TWG11, TFE11, WBB11, WSCT15].


commitments [EJB11]. committees [Cro13, Kri15].

commodification [Sev13]. common [vR10]. Commons [Kor14, HP12].


Comparing [Tsi12, DA10, HFNW15, LDB+12]. comparison [MPC10]. Competing [Ore14].


Conceiving [CETRW12]. concentration [Bee13, LSL15]. concentrations [GB15].

concepts [ABC+12, GK10]. conceptual [Arz10, Sch11, Egb14]. Conceptualizing [HMH+15, Mot12]. conditions [Dra14].

conference [Ano13]. conferences [DT11].


Consequences [HP12, MBd+12, TFE11].

contemporary [TFE11]. Content
Les13, AFW10, Phi13. contentious
Lev12. Contested
KM13, dJMA12, CC13. context
KCW14, Vit15. contexts
m13, EJB11, RRMS12. continuity [Uln15].
Contract [RRMS12]. contribute [Kam11].
contribution [SvPL14], control
LSL15, BL13. controls [BSBD14].
controversial [EJB11]. controversies
BSBD14, KM13, Mar15. conundrum
LDL+10. conventional [Rad11].
cooperation [KCM+12, McC13, Pre14].
Cooperative [TWGJ11]. Coordinated
TZI13. Coordination [WBB11, BHPW13,
LGGK12, NM15, WdJH14]. Coping
WHKB12. Copyright [Kle11]. cord
MBHD12. Core [Kam11]. Core-HRST
Kam11]. corporate [MPC10, Tam13].
corporations [CPP+13, CR10].
correlation [Tam13]. Corrigendum
Mil14, WH12a. Cosmopolitan [Kor14].
cost [Liv12]. Costa [OR10, VHAHGC12].
costs [Lau11]. Council [Luu14, Fra12].
countries [AW10, ADLK12, DA10, GG14,
Hag10, HN15, KCW14, Rod10, Vit15].
Country [NVAM14]. course [Bro10].
Courvisanos [SL14]. Cozzens [And15].
Creating [Gro14, SH14a, rL11, LBMM13,
VMP10, Bra13]. creation
Gro11a, JC15, SSTM12, TYM+14].
creative [AFW10]. Creativity [Hro14].
Credibility [WWL+10, HMI+15, SNT+14].
Crises [SL14]. crisis
KPG10, Kas13, KB11, Val14a. Cristiano
Lig14]. Critical [C113]. Art12, Cat12]. criterion
Kam13]. Cristina [Art12, Cat12].
candidature [Kam13]. Critical [CS10, SNT+14].
Crónin [Sch15]. Cross
Gra11, TWGJ11, C1a10, FERV11, RHJS15,
Rya11, Sch11, TFE11, Wu13, YH14].
cross-disciplinary [YH14]. cross-national
RHJS15]. Cross-sector [Gra11, TWGJ11,
FERV11, Rya11, Sch11, TFE11].
cross-state [Wu13]. cross-university
Cla10. crossroads [TWGJ11].
Crowdsourcing [MFC12]. Cultural
[C112]. Culture [Tra14, CH10]. Cultures
EJB11, Eva15, HMI14b]. curious [Wes12].
current [Elz12, FWRF14]. Currents
Hro14. curves [Har13]. Custodians
DB10. cycle [Tas13, TDPV13]. Cycles
SL14]. Czech [LS12b].

D [Art14]. Dabbagh [Art14]. Dachs
Man15]. Danish [KB11]. Dariusz
Mill13, Mill14. data [FG13, WCK+14].
databases [HFW+12]. David [Afz13,
Bra13, Hoy13, Hro14, Lev15, Liv12, Ors14].
Debate [She15, Jen14]. debates [BB13].
debate [Mc13]. Debunking
Haw15, Maz14]. decentralization
BCSF15]. Deciphering [Tan10]. decision
HHJ10, NDMSCF12, WWL+10].
decision-makers [NDMSFC12].
decision-making [HHJ10]. Decisions
Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13]. Decline
Su14. dedicated [CBB12]. deficit
[LTU10]. definition [Tam13].
departmentalization [Kwi12].
delegation [Dun10]. deliberation
[DSB+13]. Delphi [KH12a, VCLA15].
Demand [MAS13, AS10, BN15].
Demand-led [MAS13]. Democracy
Rei15, BH11, Rya15, vdk13, Cla13a].
Democratic [BH11]. Democratise
[DP13]. Demortain [BL13]. dependence
[DBO13]. deployment [PCSI0].
depoldering [SLvP10]. depth [Vic14].
descriptions [P113]. design
AVL12, TDPV13]. dessert [YS11]. DESY
HH13]. determinants
[CP15, HFW11, KCW14]. developed
[MVFG15]. Developing [Gal12, LT11,
AW10, ADLK12, Hag10, PJYL15, Rod10].
Development
Ali15, Haw12, Lab14, SL14, SvTvL15,
Val14a, Dag12, Dia11, Dosi12, EJB11,
FWRF14, GK10, Hem12, HBRUM13, Jul13,


diffusion [LH11, PCS10, WKGK11]. dimensional [HH13]. Dimitri [Val14a].

diplomacy [FS10]. direct [Vic14].

Directions [Eva15, HMB14b]. disciplinary [OMW13, OPBCM14, WSBTM15, YH14].

discipline [Rei15]. disciplines [Mur13].

Disclosure [VRL13]. Disco [Kor14].

discourse [AR11, LMMD14, PE13, Wag15].

discovery [Fra12, Jul13].

discursive [NK15].

discussion [Coo14].

diseases [DSTS10, MVFG15].

Disseminating [DSB+13].

distorted [ML13].

distribution [CodCeSN14, Wu13].

distributive [Cas12].

diversification [MAS13]. Diversity [Egb14, OMW13].

tadvise [AS10]. Division [HLL14].

Do [AC11, Bey14, CS15, Lor11, Mes14, BFPBC10, Bes15, Gou11, OAB10, Uln15].

doctorate [BCSFC15].

Doctors [Fit13].

documents [Boh14].

Does [Kam11, Bes15, HL11, Lv14].

doesn’t [Son14b].

Doing [VMP10, Bro14]. domains [Par10, vDFLI14]. done [BFPBC10]. Don’t [m13].

doshi [Ali15]. doubts [BSBD14].

down [Ang15].

downstream [Esc14].

downturns [Kim14].

drain [AW10, Ciu10].

drivers [DBD+10, PCS10].

driver [Lau11].

drivers [GC13, JCK14].

driving [TDBS11].

drug [Jul13].

drugs [CR14].

Dual [EG14, Mar13, WJO14].

Dual-use [EG14, WJO14].

Dutch [Bre12].

dynamic [SvPLK14, vDFL14].

Dynamics [Ali15, Cal12, KHZ+13, BHPW13, Bee13, Dos12, Har11, KD10, LBS+15, SSTM12, YHR12].

E-commerce [Has11]. early [LS14, vDH14].

early-career [LS14]. East [TBvB15].

Eastern [LSL15, Rad11, SK10]. eco [YHR12].

eco-innovation [YHR12].

ecogenomics [RBdCBB10].

Ecological [Val14a].

Ecology [Wic13a, Wic13a].

Economic [BL10, Dos12, Eggb13, Lig14, Sön14a, Aon13, Dia11, KPG10, Kim14, LS12a, MAS13, SZ11, Ali15].

Economics [Hic12, Rei15].

Economies [CS15].

Economy [Cat12, Haw12, Gal12, Joh11, SS10, Tan13, Art12].

Eco [Kar14].

eedited [And15, Art12, Bey14, Bra13, Eggb14, Eva15, Fit13, Gib13, Gop14, Hoy13, Hro14, Kor14, Lab14, Les13, Lig14, Man15, Mar13, Mil15, Rob14, Sch15, Shi14, Sön14a, Son14b, Sri14, Tan13, Tei12, Tei14, Tra14, Val14a, Val14b, Cat12].

Education [BE15, Hro14, O’B13, Kam11, Kwi12, SSTM12].

educational [Lor11].

effect [LBS+15].

effective [SR11, Van10].

effectiveness [HMH+15].

effects [AC15, Cla10, HGS11, HL11, VJ12].

efficiency [Cad14].

elected [O’B13].

electronic [HFW+12].

Embedding [KH12b].

embryo [CETRW12].

embryonic [LLH13].

Embryos [All10].

emergence [FS11].

Emerging [And15, BB13, FERV11, Mar13, All10, ABC+12, CS15, CT14, DSTS10, FTNdB14, FG13, Lev12, RM14, SZ11, SCH+13, Sta13, TYM+14, vDFL14].

empirical [Bee13, GK10, RHS12, Sch11, TG11, BdV14].

Employment [BCSFC15].

empowering [Cro13].

enabled [GC13].

Enabling [FBB14].

encounter [Mus12]. end [Flo14].

endeavor [Aon13].

Energy [Har13, Lev15, Liv12, Wag15, Ans14, GP13, Lan10b, TBvB15].

engagement [Bes15, DP13, Esc14, Gro11b, OMW13, PE13, RMZP12, TWR11].

Engaging [RBdCBB10, HLH13].

engendering [HLH13].

Engineering [BGW12].

engineers [HFW11, Wal15].

engines [Boo11].

Enhancing [ADLK12]. ensure [m13].

Entering [BRA12].

enterprises [Egb14, OMW13].
[Wal15]. foresight
[AFW10, CS10, KH12b, NdMSFC12]. formal
[TG11]. Formation
[OL13, LS14, NK15, Van10]. forms
[FERV11, Rya15]. formulating
[VHAHGC12]. forward
[AVL12]. forward-looking
[AVL12]. Fostering
[HNR11, Vil11, CL15]. Foundation
[HLL14, Kam13]. Foundations
[Tan13]. four
[DA10, vDFL14]. Fragile
[Rei15, vdK13]. frame
[RBDcBB10]. framework
[Arz10, HNRM11, SvPLK14, 
Sta13, WH12a, WH12b, OL13]. frameworks
[Coo14, Ekl11, YHR12]. Framing
[Agr12, Cla13c, HLI +11]. framings
[KM13]. Fraunhofer
[CBB12]. Fred
[Haw12, Rob14, Sri14]. free
[Mar15]. Freeman
[Dos10, Soc10]. Frey
[Cad14]. Frieder
[Lab14]. friendly
[Mar15]. Frederik
[Haw12, Rob14, Sri14]. Freeman
[Hol15, Tho13, Sch14, Flo14]. goods
[SDP11]. Göran
[Cal12]. governable
[Web11]. Governance
[Kec13, OL13, Rah15, Rya15, m13, AF14, Art11, Cla13c, DT11, 
EJB11, Gal14, GST13, HA11, HNR11, HMB14b, KD10, Lr12, LDL +10, MMBM12, 
MBHD12, SH14a, Eva15, Val14b]. Governing
[FG13, HLH13, dJMA12, Rod10, SS10, WJOS14, Bru10, Cal12]. Government
[Kim14, Art12, Boh14, CS10, Cla10, Has11, HFS +13, IH11, LH13, PJYL15, 
SMVD14, Art14]. government-led
[CS10]. governmental
[OL13, Van10]. governments
[Kri15]. Governpreneurship
[Art14]. Grace
[Ren13]. gradual
[HH12]. grand
[BJS12, CAK12, KCM +12]. Gray
[Fit13]. greater
[DP13]. Greece
[PCS10]. Greek
[Kas13]. Green
[Das15]. Greenhouse
[Kec13]. greybeards
[Brul11a]. Grilli
[Art12]. ground
[BL12]. Group
[MBHD12, Van10]. growth
[SDP11, DUN10]. LBS +15, Men10, Tasi13, YZ11, Bra13]. Guide
[Mes14].

G [Art12, Das15, Kee13, Les13]. Galaz
[Rah15]. Gallou
[Gop14]. genane
[CTRW12]. gap
[DLV10, OAB10, WKG11, Gal14, Rah15]. Gas
[Ben13, Wag15]. Gault
[Haw12, Rob14, Sri14]. Gender
[Fra12]. gene
[Hen12]. Generating
[RRMS12]. Generic
[Tan13, CR14]. Genetically
[M13, Cla13c, VMP10]. genetics
[LDL +10]. genomics
[Hei13, HM10]. geographic
[RH15, TS15]. Georg
[Man15]. Gerd
[Fit13]. German
[Phi13, Sch11]. Germany
[Ao13, ART10, HH12, vDH14]. Getting
[CC13]. Ghetto
[Nel11]. gift
[Tup11]. Gina
[Esp13]. Giovanni
[Ali15]. Girgenrener
[Fit13]. Global
[Cla13b, DSB +13, Gal14, Haw12, Lev15, 
Mus12, She15, WHMS13, Ans14, BSBD14, 
BGW12, Coz12, CBB12, HBEvdV10, Jen14, 
KCM +12, Mis11, Ros10, SDP11, Rah15]. globally
[MTR13]. GMC
[Cla13a]. goals
[Dun10]. goes
[Ros10]. Good
[Hol15, Tho13, Sch14, Flo14]. goods
[SPD11]. Göran
[Cal12]. governable
[Web11]. Governance
[Kec13, OL13, Rah15, Rya15, m13, AF14, Art11, Cla13c, DT11, 
EJB11, Gal14, GST13, HA11, HNR11, HMB14b, KD10, Lr12, LDL +10, MMBM12, 
MBHD12, SH14a, Eva15, Val14b]. Governing
[FG13, HLH13, dJMA12, Rod10, 
SS10, WJOS14, Bru10, Cal12]. Government
[Kim14, Art12, Boh14, CS10, Cla10, Has11, HFS +13, IH11, LH13, PJYL15, 
SMVD14, Art14]. government-led
[CS10]. governmental
[OL13, Van10]. governments
[Kri15]. Governpreneurship
[Art14]. Grace
[Ren13]. gradual
[HH12]. grand
[BJS12, CAK12, KCM +12]. Gray
[Fit13]. greater
[DP13]. Greece
[PCS10]. Greek
[Kas13]. green
[HM10]. Greene
[Das15]. Greenhouse
[Kec13]. greybeards
[Brul11a]. Grilli
[Art12]. ground
[BL12]. Group
[MBHD12, Van10]. growth
[SDP11, DUN10]. LBS +15, Men10, Tasi13, YZ11, Bra13]. Guide
[Mes14].

H5N1 [EG14]. Hail
[For10]. Hallmarks
[Van10]. Handbook
[Hoy13, Lig14, Rob14, Sri14]. Hans
[Mot12]. hard
[Rob14]. Harnessing
[Sch15, CS14]. Hart
[Liv12]. Hartmut
[Mil15]. Harvest
[Sea13]. Head
[BL12]. Health
[Fit13, SH14b, Smi14, WBB11, WHMS13, 
vdWVdB12, SH14c]. Heiblich
[Hoy13].
[Tan13]. Konisky [Lev15]. Korea
[Ko15, Kwo11, rL11, OL13, YH14]. Korean
[PJYL15]. Kranakis [Kor14]. Kreinsen
[Mil15]. Kurt [Ren13]. Kyrö [Egb14].

Labor [Esp13]. Laboratories
[Ben13, HH12, JCC10, Lv14]. labor [Hal11]. labour [Esp13, Lor11]. labs
[Wes12]. ladder [LVG11]. Lamastra
[Art12]. landscape
[BKM10, FTNdB14, Lun14, ML13]. Lanka
[AW10]. Laperche [Val14a]. Large
[Ben13, CR10, LF13]. large-scale [LF13].

Lassen [Bey14, Gro14]. last [Unl15].

latecomer [TDBS11]. Latin
[Arz10, Dia11, DA10, Dut10]. Latvia
[HL1*11]. Law [Kle12, CGL13, LH13].

leaders [vdWWvdB12]. leading [rL11].

learn [VMP10]. Learning [Bla14, Tan13,
AS10, BFE11, Bor11, Bro14, Han10, Har13,
Joh11, Kin11, Klo13, Ko15, KD10]. led
[CS10, MAS13, SvTvL15]. Lederer [Hoy13].

Lee [Alv13]. legacy [Bla14]. Legal [Hem12].

legitimacy [HMH*15, SNT*14, WWL*10].
lens [HBRUM13]. Leon [Vil11]. Lessons
[ABC*12, ADLK12, GG14, OR10, SFB10].

Lester [Liv12]. level [Coz12, FM15, HH13,
KD10, Lor11, PCS10, RHJS15, Vit15].

Levidow [Cla13a]. Levratto [Val14a].

licensing [WLYCL15]. Lidskog [Cad12].

Life [Hro14]. light [SSK15]. Lighting
[Ben13]. Limitations [SSK15, Jul12]. limits
[BL10, Cro13]. Line [Sco14]. Linenstein
[Bra13]. linkages [TDBS11]. links
[FdSdS*10, Rad11]. liquid [TD12]. List
[Anolob]. livestock [ADLK12]. Local
[Aag15, Dra14, HM10]. Locally [Gib13].

Locating [MBD*12, RHS12]. logics [m13].

long [Bon11, SvTvL15]. long-term
[Bon11, SvTvL15].

look [AR11, Lin14, Mat10, Mic11]. Looking
[SSK15, AVL12, LVG11]. looks [Rob14].

loops [Unl15]. Low
[Liv12, Mil15, HKS14, Gib13]. Low-carbon
[Liv12]. Low-cost [Liv12]. Low-Tech
[Mil15, HKS14]. Luca [Art12]. Lucia

Lynn [Hro14].

M [Das15, Lev15, Liv12, Tei12]. macro
[TD12]. macro-environment [TD12].

made [JHV14, Li11]. Madras [Kam11].

magicians [Wil10]. mainstream [SSK15].

maintenance [SM10]. Make [Te14, m13].

makers [NdMSFC12, WH12a, WH12b].

Making
[Art11, Lab14, Odu13, Web11, Esc14, HHJ10,
KM13, KSC*12, Kri15, Löv11, PE13, SPH10].

Malaysian [Has11]. manage [Col10].

management [KH12a, RHJS15, SvTvL15,
Tas14, Van10, Haw12]. manager
[WWL*10]. managers [IH11]. Managing
[HFS*13, IH11, Mar13, Gro14]. many
[JHV14]. Mapping [FTNdB14, MBHD12].

Marianna [Haw15]. market
[Art12, Gau12, MK13, VRL13, WLS12].

marketing [dMFPP14]. markets
[BBB12, Lor11, Cad14]. Mars [OPBCM14].

Martinez [Cat12]. Martinez-Fernandez
[Cat12]. Mary [Bra13]. Massimo [Art12].
masts [MP12]. matching [ADS10].

material [Wes12]. Mathias [Tei14]. matter
[Bes15, CS15, HL11, Lor11]. Matthew
[LB*15]. Maureen [Bey14, Gro14]. Max
[Cla15, Har13]. Mazzucato [Haw15].

McKelvey [Bey14, Gro14]. measured
[BdV14]. Measurement
[Haw12, Rob14, Rob14, Sri14]. Measuring
[BHPW13, TK11]. Media [Rød15, Les13].

medical [MVFG15]. medicine [Bas11].

medium [Boo11, Nik15]. medium-
[Boo11]. medium-sized [Nik15]. meet
[KCM*12]. megascience [JH12]. Mehmet
[Val14b]. member [Tsi12]. men [FBB14].

Mesman [Eva15]. metaphor [Yaq12]. Metaphors
[Wil10]. method [CC13]. Methodological
[Egb14, YHR12]. methods
[ABC*12, WLS12]. Mets [Egb14]. Mexico


poor population Portfolio [HFW+12], portrait [Art14], Portugal [Lar12], Positioning [Tei14], post [CETRW12], post-Dickey-Wicker [CETRW12], postdoctoral [WLS12], potential [BSM14, RBD+CBB10], Power [Mus12, CGL13], Practice [Das15, Bre12, FWRf14, NGB14, Sch11, WBB11], Practice-based [Das15, NGB14], practices [HGS11, LH11, TM12, TUP11, VG14], Prácticas [Lab14], Predictors [WCK+14], preferences [Lev12], press [WAG15, Pag11], price [Fra12], principles [GST13], priority [BLS12, FM15], privacy [FG13, Sev13, Sta13, SN13, Wf13], Private [Fra12, Gop14, Haw15, Arz10, FT12, GG14, Maz14, SN13], probable [Art11], problems [SH14a, VHAHGCl2, WH12a, WH12b], process [HLI+11, Kin11, LGV11], processes [JC15, SVPLK14], procurement [Clai, Rol13, Tz13], producer [Joh11, Lau11], producing [Löv11], product [MVFG15], production [DBO13, HFNW15, HFW11, KB11, LDL+10, LH11, OMW13, PRZ+10, SVTvl15], productivity [FBB14, HL11], products [MVFG15], professor [Vic14], profit [MVFG15], program [Bre12, HFW+12, LS12a, Sc014, Tus14, TWG11], Programme [KHZ+13, RRMS12], programmes [CP15], programming [KH12b, PEV+14], programs [OL13], Progress [Kle12], progressive [Dos10], projects [Bul15, CB12, PCS13], Promises [Jul12], promote [Han10], promoters [Dun10], Promoting [Tei14], promotion [Agr12], Property [Cadi, AR11, BGW12, Hemi, Nick15, Tami13], Proposition [Dra14], prospects [Agr12], protection [FG13], PROTEC [VMP10], Province [BKM10], provision [SDP11], proximity [HFNW15, RH15], Public [Afz13, Cadi14, Fra12, Gro11b, Haw15, Hro14, LS12b, Rol13, She15, Agr12, Art14, Arz10, AV10, AC11, BN15, BSI15, BH11, CV12, Clai15, Coo14, DP13, DA10, DDT10, Dut10, Esc14, FT12, GP13, HL1+11, HFS+13, Hol10, Jen14, JCC10, Jul13, LH13, Mar11, dCM12, Maz14, Nik15, O’B13, OR10, FE13, PR10, RMZP12, Röl15, SDP11, SBfB10, SN13, TD12, TZ13, TM12, VHAHGCl2, WBB11, Clai15, Gop14], public-private [Arz10, FT12], public-sector [Art14, GP13], publication [EG14], Publications [Lan11, AL11], publicly [Bul15], publics [EJB11, HL13], Qiongjie [Shi14], qualitative [Phi13], Quality [Lab14, OR10, LS12a], questions [VR10], R [Schi, Són14a], RD [DSZ14, BKKS15, BDV14, Bul15, CGL13, CR10, DLV10, FL10, HLL14, KPG10, Kas13, Kim14, LTV10, Mpc10, OL13, OAB10, VJ12, Man15], Rabe [Kee13], Race [Fra12], radical [Sen14], Radosevic [Son4b], Raggamby [Lab14], Rainie [Alv13], raising [BL10], Râmî [Mot12], rationale [TFE11], Rationality [Afz13], reality [Boo11, Rad11, Tumi11, BL13], recipe [Odu13, Wic13b], Recipes [BL13], Red [Jac12], referees [Ano10b], reference [Coo14], referral [WLS12], reflexion [SVPLK14], reflexivity [Mar11], Reframing [SM10], regime [Elz12, LDL+10, RJ14], Region [Vit15], Regional [Egb13, FT12, MTR13, NM15, Son14a, CL15, LSL15, NVAM14, TK11, UJ14], regions [Tan10, TK11], Regulation [BL13, PDS13, Val14b, BFCB10, HMB14a, HM10, MP12], regulator [All10], regulators [KCS12], regulatory [FSK11, Kin11, ML13], reinstitutionalization [Kwi12], related [AdC12, MAS13], relations [Joh11, Mar11].
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